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research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
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opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
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capabilities continued to rise, the Lebanese Shia
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the
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in the
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a project
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betweena February
4 and
community-based wealth of information about
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
Lebanon’s Shia community is tantamount to recognizing
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passage
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Considering
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As
mentioned above, this is the second Dahiyeh poll
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on the
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At this point, the impact the Syrian war has made on the
Lebanese Shia community seems immeasurable and
he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
therefore comparable only to the deleterious effects the
males experienced
and 300 females)
who
a In
community
due to
the represented
July War of 2006.
contrast
aftermath
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andwhen
educational
propaganda machine ascribed to the Lebanese Shia
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
community an almost biblical sense of prowess by
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February
4 and
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the technique
outcome ofbetween
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as a “Divine
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Victory”
(a dramatization
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to believe), the Syrian war appears to be rectifying that
communal hubris. By August 2014, it has become clear
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Shia community—Hassan
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he selection
process was based
on an estimate
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is steadily moving away from that self-professed divinity
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
and rediscovering the inescapable principles of reality. In
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every
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Population sampling was accomplished in three

area known as “security square,” which is home to

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)

most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest

sampling technique was used to determine that 60

The resultsof
of “Polling
2013”
are not
available
for review
www.ShiaWatch.com (of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
degree
local Dahiyeh
security,
was
included
inat:
the
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To commemorate the eighth anniversary of the July 2006 war, al-Akhbar published a rambling, two-part interview with Hezbollah Secretary General Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah.
Quite obviously,
the interview
was intended to bolster Hezbollah’s image
survey. For the first time, many of the questions asked were personal and family oriented.
sampling
unit for
this activity.
as a “human” organization, since its tone helped distinguish Hezbollah from other organizations considered to adhere to an “inhuman” form of Islam.
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s part of its In
ongoing
research
activities,
Hayya
sample
group
spring 2013,
Hayya
Bina conducted
the first in ahe
series
of polls
thatconsisted
examineof 600 people (300
Bina contracted
withamong
a regionally
based
males and 300 females) who
represented a
attitudes
Lebanese
Shia on a range of sociopolitical/socioeconomic
issues.
research ﬁrm to conduct
groundbreaking
public
In that firstasurvey,
the sample
was culled exclusively
the southern
of educational
varietyfrom
of social
classes, suburbs
ages and
Beirut, an
area referred
to collectively
as Dahiyeh.
opinion poll of Dahiyeh
residents.
Once Hayya
Bina
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
and its partner ﬁnalized
the questionnaire,
a pilot
Due to internal
displacement
and migrations since
the 1970s, Dahiyeh
hasbetween
becomeFebruary 4 and
“door-to-door”
technique
representative
of of
Lebanon’s
Shia and serves
as the
political
hub for the were Shia Muslims.
poll was taken tobroadly
assess the
effectiveness
the
February
25, and
all respondents
institution, Hezbollah. Thus, Dahiyeh is an ideal setting
questions. Basedcommunity’s
on the resultsleading
of that political
test, some
for quantitative
of this important population.
revisions were made
to improve examination
the respondents’
In thethe
year
since the
initialasked.
survey, a number of developments, both national
ability to understand
questions
being
selection
process
was
based
regional,ofhave
directly
Shia,
specifically
those
living
in on an estimate of
Finally, under theand
supervision
a single
ﬁeldimplicated Lebanon’she
Dahiyeh. These include:
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
Hezbollah’s
increased
Syrian conflict,
its role in as “Dahiyeh”)
suburbs
of Beirut including
(known collectively
surveyors in Dahiyeh,•speciﬁcally
the
areas of involvement in the
the Assad regime’s war efforts such as the of
recapture
of clusters
the strategic
region
of
the 10,560
situated
throughout
Lebanon.
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Qalamoun
Population sampling was accomplished in three
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
• The reemergence of car bombs and suicide
bombers
in probability
Beirut, the majority
stages.
First, the
proportional to size (PPS)
area known as “security square,” which is home to
of which have targeted Dahiyeh and its outskirts since 2013
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
• The “fortification” of Dahiyeh by state security
institutions—in concert with
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
degree of local security, was not included in the
Hezbollah—to contain threats to the Shia community for which Dahiyeh is a
survey.
sampling unit for this activity.
conspicuous symbol
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• Economic paralysis in Dahiyeh due to the security situation
s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
•
Marked rise in Sunni-Shia tensions in Lebanon due to respective communal
Bina contracted with a regionally based
males and 300 females) who represented a
sentiments towards the crisis in neighboring Syria and the impact being felt
research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
variety
of social
and educational
across Lebanon (which manifests itself in the
ongoing
strife classes,
in Tripoli,ages
instability
opinion poll of Dahiyeh
residents.
Once
Hayya
Bina hundreds of
backgrounds.
survey
was administered
via a
along
the border
region
where
thousands ofThe
Syrian
refugees
are
and its partner ﬁnalized
the questionnaire,
a pilot in Dahiyeh itself).
sheltering,
and the bombings
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
poll was taken toToassess
the
effectiveness
of the
February
all respondents
were Shia Muslims.
gauge
the
overall impact
of these developments
on 25,
Shiaand
attitudes
in Lebanon,
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questions. BasedHayya
on theBina
results
of that
test,Dahiyeh
some residents in March 2014.
again
polled
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
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• The survey was overseen by Hayya Bina, which also provided the analysis and
s part of its ongoing
researchFieldwork
activities,was
Hayya
sample
group consisted
ofand
600 was
people (300
presentation.
conducted by a he
regional
research
company,
by 20based
field workers.
Bina contractedadministered
with a regionally
males and 300 females) who represented a
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• Thea survey
was conducted
March 31,
2014 classes, ages and educational
research ﬁrm to conduct
groundbreaking
publicMarch 18 to variety
of social

opinion poll of Dahiyeh
residents.
Hayya
• The
sampleOnce
size was
600 Bina
men and women
(50/50) overThe
thesurvey
age ofwas
18, administered
which was
backgrounds.
via a
identical
to Hayya Bina’s
2013 poll
and its partner ﬁnalized
the questionnaire,
a pilot
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
• The
by neighborhood
and frequency: Chiyah-Ghobeiry: 150 (25%); Haret
poll was taken to assess
thesample
effectiveness
of the
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
Hreik: 150 (25%); Bourj al-Barajneh:150 (25%), Hay al-Selloum:150 (25%)
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
• The sample was drawn using the Probability Proportional to Size (PPS) sampling
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
technique
ability to understand the questions being asked.
• Interviews were conducted face-to-face he selection process was based on an estimate of
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
• Statistical data analysis was conducted using
21
698SPSS
“clusters”
of Shia Muslims living in the southern
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
• Calculated margin of error: +/-4.9%
suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
• Response rate for this survey was 48% (compared
to 65%
for the
2013 survey)
of the 10,560
clusters
situated
throughout Lebanon.
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
• Figures in charts or tables may not add up
to 100% due
to rounding
Population
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was accomplished in three
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
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October 2013 – March 2014

A

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya

October
2013
Bina
contracted with a regionally based
4 A new security plan for Tripoli is announced
8
In an effort
tensions
Sunni and public
Shia,
research
ﬁrmto
toease
conduct
a between
groundbreaking
Hezbollah announces the dissolution of its Saida branch of the
opinion poll
of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
“Resistance
Brigades”
10
The
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Country headed in the wrong direction: 59% of Dahiyeh’s residents believe
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Shia identity on the rise: Results indicate a rising strength of “Shia” identity with
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
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Support for Hezbollah in Syria: While 75% of respondents say they know
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involvement there. Respondents also believe Hezbollah’s intervention has made
s part of its them
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more
secure activities,
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a majority (66%) believe
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Iran-U.S. Dialogue: 62% of respondents believe that the Shia community will
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on the
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Population sampling was accomplished in three
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
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1.2 Do you think the country is headed
in the right direction?
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scale and the wrong direction being indicated on the national scale reflects a
s part of its prevailing,
ongoing research
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hefeeling
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surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
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Still, the wrong
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indicated on the
nationofscale
mirrors
theages
results
research ﬁrm to conduct
a groundbreaking
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variety
social
classes,
and educational
displayed later in the poll (Q1.6). 73.7% report that their economic situation is worse
opinion poll of Dahiyeh
Once Hayya Bina
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
than lastresidents.
year.
and its partner ﬁnalized
questionnaire,
a pilot
“door-to-door”
between February 4 and
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of sectarian
tension,
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58.8% technique
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relationshipof
between
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and
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poll was taken todescribed
assess thethe
effectiveness
the
February
25,their
andSunni
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as
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Furthermore,
62%
described
their
relationship
with
the
Palestinians
in
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
much the same way. Overall, this outcome should not be surprising given the
revisions were made
to improve
the respondents’
sustained
Sunni-Shia
sectarian polarization of the country.
ability to understand the questions being asked.
he selection process was based on an estimate of
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
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A Breakdown by area

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
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he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
60%
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and 300 females) who represented a
50%

variety of social classes, ages and educational

40%
When broken down by area, respondents from Haret Hreik indicated the
most poll
negative
outlook: 82.7%
stated that
the country
heading in the wrong
opinion
of Dahiyeh
residents.
Once
HayyaisBina
30%
backgrounds.
direction.

The survey was administered
via a 46.7%
Chiyah-Ghobeiry:

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

20%
Haret Hreik: 82.7%
“door-to-door”
technique between February
4 and

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
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Hay al-Selloum : 30.7%

Bourj al-Barajneh: 76.0%

0%

questions. Based on the results of that test, some

Wrong direction

revisions were made to improve the respondents’

Name: General 4

ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

Breakdown
by ageGhobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Chiyyah,
Haret Hreik,

70%selection process was based on an estimate of
he
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60% “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
698

50% of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
suburbs
40%10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
of the

When broken down by age, younger (18-29) respondents had a more
Population
sampling was accomplished in three
30%
Hassan,
Ouzaii
and
Laylake-Solloum.
Thethe
Haret
Hreik
negative
opinion
about
the direction in which
country
is heading. Aside
contributing
social factors
(especially
unemployment),
stages.
areafrom
known
as “security
square,”
which
is home to the youth are at
20% First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
the forefront, symbolically and physically, of the sectarian “confrontations”
sampling
occurring
in Lebanon
and Syria.
The
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about the state of
most
of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
and
boasts
the highest
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sectarian tensions substantiate that assertion.

degree
of local security, was not included in the
According to figures published recently by the Lebanese Labor Ministry,

“the unemployment rate ranges between […] 22 – 23% and rises to 33% amongst the youth.”1

survey.
1

http://www.weeportal-lb.org/content/minister-labor-lebanon%E2%80%99s-unemployment-rate-exceeds-23-amidst-poor-estimates-and-limited
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What are your plans for the next 5 years?

1.3 What are your plans for the next 5 years?
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of itsinongoing
As part
suburb
limbo...research activities, Hayya

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based
Less than half of all respondents (47.2%) indicated
research
to conduct
groundbreaking
the
beliefﬁrm
that
they will acontinue
to live public
in the
opinion
poll during
of Dahiyeh
residents.
Once
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same
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the next
5 years,
anHayya
outcome
down
over
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the
2013 poll. Aa further
and its from
partner
ﬁnalized
questionnaire,
pilot
22.8% also expressed plans to move. In fact, many
poll was
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assess the
effectiveness
of the of
have
moved
areas
on the periphery
Dahiyeh
to adjacent
neighborhoods
questions.orBased
on the results
of that test, such
someas
Ein
al-Roumaneh
andtoHadath
(historically
Christian
revisions
were made
improve
the respondents’
regions to the east). It is important to note that
ability to
understand
the questions
being
during
the
poll, a significant
number
of asked.
Dahiyeh
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hadthe
already
left the
Finally, under
supervision
of aarea
singledue
ﬁeldto the
situation. Accordingly, the results could actually
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
be more dramatic. The observation concerning
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in Dahiyeh,
speciﬁcally
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of by
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who
have departed
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was made
the
polling
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who
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that al-Barajneh,
the locationsBir
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is home to
of
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and
theboasts
USA. the highest
mostGermany,
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ofﬁces
and
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males and 300 females) who represented a

variety of social classes, ages and educational
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
Move outside
of Lebanon: 21.2%
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or nearby : 22.8%

Move to another
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in Beirut : 4.2%
Move to
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he selection process was based on the
anvillage:
estimate
of
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(known
collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
Continue
living
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of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60

degree of local security, was not included in the

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary

survey.
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financial situation?
s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Dahiyeh:
hardly a slum...

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
100 %

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the
90 %

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
80 %
revisions
were made to improve the respondents’

ability
70 % to understand the questions being asked.
Finally,
under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
60 %
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
50 %

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
40 %
Chiyyah,
Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

Hassan,
Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
30 %
area
known as “security square,” which is home to
20 %
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
10 %

degree of local security, was not included in the
0%
survey.

Adequate: 65.3% Less than Adequate: 22.8%

Poor: 6.5%

Although Dahiyeh is often stereotyped as
an impoverished ghetto, its residents are
generally comfortable with their financial
he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
situation. In reality, Dahiyeh is comprised
males and
females)
representedthat
a vary
of 300
a range
of who
neighborhoods
fromclasses,
multimillion-dollar
apartments to
variety of social
ages and educational
makeshift dwellings. Haret Hreik, Dahiyeh’s
backgrounds.
The survey was
via a of
“downtown”
andadministered
former location
Hezbollah’s
security
square,
is home
“door-to-door”
technique
between
February
4 andto
largely middle class residents, and it is the
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
area’s economic hub.
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In contrast to
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he selection
process was based on an estimate of
and maintained for
Dahiyeh,
real
698 “clusters”
of this
Shia
Muslims living in the southern
estate project in
suburbs of Beirut
(known
collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
Bir Hassan
describes
itself as:
of the 10,560
clusters
“Offering
thesituated
comfort throughout Lebanon.
and modernity of
Population sampling
was accomplished in three
a hassle-free 21st
lifestyle, Mercury
Residence is
a prime
stages. First,century
the probability
proportional
toinsize
(PPS)
location in the center of the Bir Hassan district of
Beirut. Twelve
apartments,
from 240
to 60
sampling technique
was
used to ranging
determine
that
400 square meters in size, are built over five floors,
(of n = 600) each
clusters
should
beconveniences
consideredand
theamenities
primary
featuring
all the
necessary for high-end living.”

T

sampling unit for this activity.

Very Good: 5.3%

http://www.trilliumdevelopment.com.lb/overview.php?id_parent=249
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Is your ﬁnancialsituation better or worse sincethe last year?

1.5 Is your financial situation better or worse since last year?

Methodology

A

73.7%: Worse

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
As it is:12%

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
poll Better:
was 14.3%
taken to assess the effectiveness of the

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

Haret Hreik
Municipality
variety of social
classes,
officials
flank a ages and educational
Hezbollah MP
cutsurvey
the
backgrounds.and
The
was administered via a
symbolic ribbon
to open the
“door-to-door”
technique between February 4 and
second
shopping
festival.

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
To help
revisions were made to improve the respondents’

convey an atmosphere of normalcy to
Dahiyeh’s residents and restart its economy (more
ability to understand the questions being asked.
specifically that of Haret Hreik), the Haret Hreik
municipality organized what
it called a “shopping
he selection
process was based on an estimate of
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld festival” during May and
June 2014. Comprised
of Shia
on “clusters”
youths, music
and Muslims living in the southern
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeldof activities focused 698
entertainment, the general motto of the event
BeirutTo(known
and shopof
smartly.”
ensure collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of was “Meet us in Harasuburbs
success, municipality and area leaders mobilized
of the
10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh,
Bir components
the many
of its “civil society wing.”
The running joke wasPopulation
that more thansampling
anything else,
was accomplished in three
73.7% reported
thatLaylake-Solloum.
their
Hassan,
Ouzaii and
The Haretthe
Hreik
shopping event became an opportunity for
financial situation was worse
Hezbollah
to deploy stages.
and showcase
its civilian
and
First, the
probability
proportional to size (PPS)
area known as “security square,” which is home
to
than the year before. That
commercial strength.
Worse: 73.7%

T

most
ofisHezbollah's
and boasts the highest
finding
consistent ofﬁces
with the
number of
of local
respondents
degree
security,who
was not included in the
view the country as going in the
survey.
“wrong direction” (1.2).

sampling technique was used to determine that 60

(of n = 600) clusters
should be considered the primary
Participating
shops and the

sampling unit number
for this
activity.
of gifts
each presented.
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Name:Identityand SectarianIssues1

2.1
Do you consider yourself religiously observant?
Methodology
of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
As part
community
in mourning shifts toward religiosity

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based
Compared
with
last year’sa results
where 33.5%
of
research ﬁrm
to conduct
groundbreaking
public
the respondents declared that they were religiously
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
“observant,” 39.9% were somewhere “in the middle”
its partner
the questionnaire,
pilotto the
and 27.2%
wereﬁnalized
“not observant,”
this year’sashift
vague
52.7%)
interesting. It of
is equally
poll was“middle”
taken to(at
assess
theiseffectiveness
the
thought provoking that the proportion of those who
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
declare themselves “observant” remains almost
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
constant.

ability to understand the questions being asked.
Based on the notion that being religiously “in the
Finally, under
the “half-religious”
supervision of ameans
single ﬁeld
middle”
or being
little more than
manager, the
poll was
administered
bythese
25 ﬁeld
respecting
certain
social
conventions,
results
can
be interpreted
tospeciﬁcally
reflect the the
growing
surveyors
in Dahiyeh,
areassense
of of Shia
identity and cohesion at the communal level, a trend
Chiyyah,
Haret Hreik,
visible
throughout
theGhobeiry,
poll results.Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
Moreover,
75.3%
of the respondents
declared
that
area known
as “security
square,” which
is home
to they
know someone from their family or area who was killed
most
of(Q
Hezbollah's
and boasts thethat
highest
in
Syria
7.5). Thus,ofﬁces
it is understandable
today
the
Shiaof
are
in asecurity,
state of was
mourning,
and that
degree
local
not included
in solidarity
the
is occurring via religious occasions and sectarian
survey.
symbols.

Do you consideryourselfreligiouslyobservant?

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

variety of social classes, ages and educational
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
Observant: 30.8%

Not observant: 13.3%

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

In the
middle: 55.8% as “Dahiyeh”)
suburbs of Beirut (known
collectively

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.
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Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 2
Which givesyou the greatersense of personalpride?

A Hayya Bina Project

May 2013

2.2 Which gives you a greater sense of personal pride?

Methodology

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Sectarian
identity gaining ground

A

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
Compared with last year, respondents
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
indicated that they have a greater sense
and
its partner
ﬁnalized
the questionnaire,
a pilot
of
pride
regarding
their “Shia
identity”
(an
from
36% tothe
45.8%),
with a
poll increase
was taken
to assess
effectiveness
of the
corresponding decline (54% to 47%) in
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
those choosing “Lebanese Identity.”These
revisions
were
made
improve in
the
respondents’
results
mirror
the
trendtoobserved
the
question
religious
observance.
ability to regarding
understand
the questions
being asked.

variety of social classes, ages and educational

Bina contracted with a regionally based

Finally,Identity”
under the
of a single ﬁeld
“Shia
wassupervision
the least prevalent
manager,
the quarters
poll was of
administered
in
the poorest
Dahiyeh, by 25 ﬁeld
Hay
al-Selloum,
(where
65.3% selected
surveyors
in Dahiyeh,
speciﬁcally
the areas of
“Lebanese Identity), while it was the
Chiyyah,
Haret (63.3%)
Hreik, Ghobeiry,
Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
most
prevalent
in the ideological
nucleus
Dahiyeh,
Haret Hreik, whichThe Haret Hreik
Hassan, of
Ouzaii
and Laylake-Solloum.
bore
brunt
the suicide
attacks
area the
known
as of
“security
square,”
which is home to
and expressed the greatest negativity
most of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces and
the highest
regarding
their relationship
with boasts
the Sunni
community.
A connection
can
thus
be
degree of local
security, was
not
included
in the
drawn between sectarian identity and
survey.
sectarian tension.

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

backgrounds.
The surveyPolitical
was identity:
administered
via a
Arab identity: 6.2%
1%
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
Shia identity: 45.8%

Lebanese identity: 47%

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.
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Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 3

A Hayya Bina Project

May 2013

2.2 Which gives you a greater sense of personal pride?
Methodology
Breakdown by area and age

70%
60%

A

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its
partner ﬁnalized
Breakdown
by area the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

by area,
63.3%
of Haret Hreik respondents
pollWhen
was categorized
taken to assess
the
effectiveness
of the

acknowledged Shia as their primary identity. In Hay al-Selloum, the most

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
50%

males and 300 females) who represented a
40%
30%
20%
10%

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
0%

questions.
Based
on the
results
of65.3%
thatoftest,
some
economically
deprived
area
polled,
the respondents
chose

“Lebanese citizenship.” This indicates that we cannot associate the higher

revisions
were made to improve the respondents’
Shia identity with a specific level of income or socioeconomic background.

Shia identity

Chiyah-Ghobeiry

Lebanese
citizenship
Haret Hreik

Arab

Hay al-Selloum

Political
Bourj al-Barajneh

ability to understand the questions being asked.
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld

T

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

50.8%
suburbs
of
Beirut (known collectively
48.3%as “Dahiyeh”)
50%

Chiyyah,
Haret Hreik,
Breakdown
by ageGhobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

of the
10,560 clusters situated 41.6%
throughout Lebanon.
40%

Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld

he
70% selection process was based on an estimate of
59.8%
698
60% “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
52.5%

44.8%

36.3% 35%

“Shia identity”
to be slightly more important
to younger
Hassan,
Ouzaii appears
and Laylake-Solloum.
The Haret
Hreik

Population
sampling was accomplished in three
30%

degree of local security, was not included in the

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
50=>

survey.

sampling unit
this activity.
Shiafor
identity

generations, with 50.8% of the 18-29 group choosing this as their top choice
18-29
First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
area
aswith
“security
is age
home
to Although the stages.
as known
compared
a 40.5% square,”
average of which
the other
groups.
20%
difference is not dramatic, increased feelings of frustration and sectarian
sampling technique was used to determine that 30-39
60
most
of Hezbollah's
and boasts
the highest
tension
were a salientofﬁces
trend throughout
the youth
results.
10%
40-49
0%

Lebanese citizenship

Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 4

How do you view the relationship betweenyour community andthe Sunni sect
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2.3 How do you view the relationship between your
Methodology
community and the Sunni community
its ongoing research activities, Hayya
As part
dimofoutlook...

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based
Most
respondents
characterized
their relationship
research
ﬁrm to conduct
a groundbreaking
publicwith
the Sunni sect as bad. When categorized by area,
opinion
poll of Dahiyeh
residents.
Once Hayya
Bina
Bourj
al-Barajneh
and Haret
Hreik appear
to hold
the
most
negative
of their
and its
partner view
ﬁnalized
the communities’
questionnaire,relationships
a pilot
with
the Sunnis
(both
have
overall negative
poll was
taken to
assess
thean
effectiveness
of the
opinion (“very bad” + “bad”) of 77.3%.
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
Chiyah-Ghobeiry
is the
areathe
that
reported a
revisions were made
to only
improve
respondents’
favorable view of their relationship with the Sunnis (a
ability to understand the questions being asked.
positive cumulative response of 61.3%). This difference
Finally,
the supervision
of a single
ﬁeld with
may
beunder
attributed
to geographic
integration
Sunni
areasthe
of poll
Beirut
and
perhaps higher
economic
manager,
was
administered
by 25
ﬁeld
status. Of those who qualified their household
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
financial situation as “very good,” 72% came
Chiyyah,
Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
from
Chiyah.
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

variety of social classes, ages and educational
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
Neither/nor: 15.3%

Good: 25.8%

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

Bad: collectively
58.8%
suburbs of Beirut (known
as “Dahiyeh”)

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three

area known as “security square,” which is home to

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)

most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest

sampling technique was used to determine that 60

degree of local security, was not included in the

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary

survey.

sampling unit for this activity.
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2.4 How do you view the relationship between your
Methodology
community and Palestinians?

Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 5

A

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
Overall, the opinion is negative, which mirrors the
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
responses related to the Sunni sect in general. The
and its partner
ﬁnalizedtowards
the questionnaire,
a pilot
negative
Shia attitude
the Palestinians
(62%)
is fed
by both
historical
and recent factors.
poll was
taken
to assess
the effectiveness
of the
The enmity being shown to the Sunni community
questions.
Based
on the results
of that
test,are
some
applies
to the
Palestinians
as well,
as they
revisions were made
to improve
the respondents’
predominantly
Sunni and
have been
accused of
contributing
to the recent
bombings.
ability to understand
the questions
being asked.

variety of social classes, ages and educational

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

Finally,
under Bourj
the supervision
ofand
a single
ﬁeld
For
instance,
al-Barajneh
Haret
Hreik
are
immediate
neighbors
of the Bourjby
al-Barajneh
manager,
the poll
was administered
25 ﬁeld
Palestinian
camp,
against
which
surveyors inrefugee
Dahiyeh,
speciﬁcally
the
areasthey
of
fought during the “The War of the Camps” (1985Chiyyah,
Ghobeiry,
Bourjyears.
al-Barajneh,
1989)
andHaret
retainHreik,
memories
of those
Haret Bir
Hreik
also
experienced
“war trauma”The
when
Hassan,
Ouzaii
and Laylake-Solloum.
Haret Hreik
unconfirmed information indicated that at least
area known as “security square,” which is home to
one of the car bombs detonated several months
most ofpolling
Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
and boasts
before
began
was prepared
in the
the highest
Bourj alBarajneh
Reportedly,
departed
degree ofcamp.
local security,
was the
notvehicle
included
in the
the camp and headed directly to its neighbor,
survey.
Haret Hreik.

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
How do you view the relationship between your community
males
and 300 females) who represented a
and the Palestinians?

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

Neutral: 24.5%

Good: 13.5%

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Bad: 62%

Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.

Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 7

POLLING DAHIYEH
Do you think the memorandum

A Hayya Bina Project

Hezbollah

of understanding

and FPM is important

between
May
2013

?

2.5 How do you view the relationship
2.6 Do you think the MoU between Hezbollah
Methodology
between your community and Christians?
and the Free Patriotic Movement is important?
Name: Identity and Sectarian Issues 6

A

How do you view the relationship betweenyour community andthe Christian
sect?

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who
a
Norepresented
answer: 0.2%

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

3.

Neutral: 20.8%

2%

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

Ba

d:

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

No: 7.2%

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld

T

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik

Population sampling was accomplished in three

area known as “security square,” which is home to

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)

most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest

sampling technique was used to determine that 60

degree of local security, was not included in the

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary

survey.

sampling unit for this activity.

Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
Good: 76%

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
Yes: 92.7%

Is there a speciﬁc leader you trust to provide a better future

POLLING DAHIYEH

for your family?

A Hayya Bina Project

May 2013

3.1 Is there a specific leader you trust to

Methodology
provide a better future for your family?

AA boost for “The Sayyed” and “The Ustaz”

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

Just overpoll
halfof(52.8%)
of residents.
all respondents
opinion
Dahiyeh
Once chose
Hayya Bina
Hassan
Nasrallah
as the the
leader
they trust a pilot
and
its partner
ﬁnalized
questionnaire,
the most to provide a better future for their
poll
was This
taken
assess theincrease
effectiveness
of the
families.
is atosignificant
from last
questions.
Based
ononly
the 36.8%
resultschose
of thatNasrallah.
test, some
year’s results
when
Similarly, were
Nabihmade
Berri was
chosen the
by 18.2%
of
revisions
to improve
respondents’
the respondents, up from 11.6% last year. In
ability to understand the questions being asked.
the previous poll, most (50.5%) respondents
Finally,
under
the supervision of a single ﬁeld
chose “No
one.”

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
When categorized by area, Haret Hreik
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
showed the strongest support for Hassan
Chiyyah,
Hreik,
Ghobeiry,
Bourj
al-Barajneh, Bir
NasrallahHaret
(67.3%)
while
other areas
ranged
betweenOuzaii
43% and
Support for Berri
Hassan,
and53%.
Laylake-Solloum.
The Haret Hreik
was highest in Bourj al-Barajneh (24%)
area known as “security square,” which is home to
and Hay al-Selloum (28.7%). The increase
most
of Hezbollah's
and boasts
the highest
in Berri’s
popularity isofﬁces
interesting
since as
Nasrallah’s
attractiveness
seems
have been
degree
of local
security, was
not to
included
in the
unaffected by that preference, it likely reflects
survey.
the growing sense of “sectarian solidarity.”

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

No one: 23.5%

Nabih Berri: 18.2%

No answer: 3.3%

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
Other: 2.2%

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
Hassan Nasrallah: 52.8%

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.

Name: Politics 1
In your opinion, how important do you think it is to hold parliamentary
elections this year?

POLLING DAHIYEH
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3.2
In your opinion, how important do you
Methodology
think it is to hold parliamentary elections
s partyear?
of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
this

3.3 What effect do you think the new
government will have on the country?

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

Don't know: 7.8% via a
backgrounds. The survey was administered

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire,
a pilot
20.7%

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

A

on

ini

Not important:

:4

.8%

Bina contracted with a regionally based

males and 300 females) who represented a

It will bring more security

It will cause less security

and stability
6.5%
stability:
Februaryand
25,
and29.7%
all respondents were
Shia: Muslims.

No

op

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
Important: 74.5%

No process
effect: 56% was based on an estimate of
he selection

manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld

T

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
Among
the 74.5%
who answered
45.2%
area known
as “security
square,” “Important,”
which is home
to of Shia
respondents also categorized this as “very important.”
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest

Population sampling was accomplished in three

These
results
reiterate
thewas
growing
Shia feeling
of
degree
of local
security,
not included
in the
empowerment
and confidence, as they have the sense
survey.
that they have something to gain by holding elections.

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary

Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld

698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
sampling unit for this activity.
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3.4 On a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is “very important” and
Methodology
1 is “not important at all,” rate the following in terms of
s part of its ongoing
research
activities,
Hayya
he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
importance
for the
coming
10 years:
Name: Politics 8

A

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

Bina contracted with a regionally based

males and 300 females) who represented a

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.

Rate the following in terms of their importance for the coming 10 years:
120%
100%

Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
80%

manager,
poll was
by 25 ﬁeld
This
graph the
portrays
the administered
combined responses
for
“important”
and “very
important.”
60%
surveyors
in Dahiyeh,
speciﬁcally
the areas of
Although the results do not vary greatly, is it
Chiyyah, Haret
Ghobeiry,
Bourj
interesting
that Hreik,
respondents
opted
to al-Barajneh, Bir
40%
place
sectarianism
of infrastructure,
Hassan,
Ouzaii and ahead
Laylake-Solloum.
The Haret Hreik
20%
which
represents
a greater
focus than
area known
as “security
square,”
whichinis home to
previous years. This outcome likely results
most the
of Hezbollah's
ofﬁcesinand
boasts the highest 0%
from
current increase
sectarian
conflict
a sense
thatwas
the problems
in in the
degree and
of local
security,
not included
Lebanon’s infrastructure are heavily linked to
survey.
sectarianism.

98.7%

96.8%

90.8%
he selection 93.9%
process was
based 89.4%
on an estimate of

T

81.9%

698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
Lebanon's
economy
(of
improves

Security

Lebanon's

Sectarianism

Lebanon's

Lebanon

situation
decreases
infrastructure the
institutions
becomes
a
nimproves
= 600) clusters
should
be considered
primary
improves
more
better serve
the people

sampling unit for this activity.

democratic
country

Do you think that Lebanese leaders should do more to counter foreign
interest in Lebanese affairs?
Name: Politics 3
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do you think that foreign interest impacts Lebanon’s affairs?
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4.1
To what extent do you think that foreign 4.2 Do you think that Lebanese leaders
Methodology
interests impact Lebanon’s affairs?
should do more to counter foreign
s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
he sample group
consisted of
600 people (300
interests
in Lebanese
affairs?

A

T

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once
Bina
To aHayya
small extent:
3.3%

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its partnerToﬁnalized
the questionnaire, a pilot
a certain extent: 29%

“door-to-door” technique
between
February 4 and
Know:
No: 11% Don't

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

Bina contracted with a regionally based

Not at all: 1.2%

males and 300 females) who represented a

10.3%

opinion: 1.7%
questions. Based on the results of that test,Nosome

revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
To a large extent: 64.8%

Yes: 78.7%
he selection process
was based on an estimate of

manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld

T

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik

Population sampling was accomplished in three

area known as “security square,” which is home to
The cumulative result of “to a large extent” + “to a certain
most of (93.8%)
Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
andLebanese
boasts thehistorian
highestand
extent”
confirms
what
economist
G. Corm
has identified
as the “chancellors’
degree of local
security,
was not included
in the
culture” of the Lebanese people. Historically, the Lebanese
survey.
have believed that foreign factors prevail over their decisions.

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)

Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld

698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.
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affairs?

4.3 Which of the following countries exerts the
Methodology
greatest influence on Lebanese affairs?

Name: Politics 6
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research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

The US
the classes,
most popular
choice
all areas (ranging from
variety
of was
social
ages
andforeducational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once
Bina
Syria:Hayya
7.8%

at 52.7% and The
positioned
thewas
US inadministered
second place atvia
24%.aThe
backgrounds.
survey

13%questionnaire, a pilot
and its partner ﬁnalizedSA:
the

“door-to-door”
technique
February
4 and
the 2006 war has
been kept between
alive in the area
that suffered
the

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February
all respondents
Shia
Muslims.
4.1% of25,
Hayand
al-Selloum’s
respondents were
selected
Israel.

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

Iran: 6.7%

Israel: 20.5%

Russia: 0.5%

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males
and 300by
females)
Breakdown
area who represented a

50.7% to 64.7%) apart from Haret Hreik, which selected Israel
Haret Hreik results show the extent to which the memory of

most due to its role as Hezbollah’s nerve center. By contrast,

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
Don't Know: 3%

70%

revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the
questions being asked.
US: 48.5%
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
48.5%
ofOuzaii
respondents
believe that theThe
US Haret
exerts Hreik
the greatest
Hassan,
and Laylake-Solloum.
influence on Lebanese affairs, followed by Israel and Saudi
area known as “security square,” which is home to
Arabia. Here, “influence” is clearly understood in a negative
most According
of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
and boasts
highest
light.
to the
previous
year’s the
results,
7.8% of
respondents
viewed
better
relations
with the
US as favorable.
degree of local
security,
was
not included
in the
In contrast, 78.8% of respondents viewed better relations with
survey.
Iran
as beneficial.

60%

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
50%

698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

40%
suburbs
of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

of the
30%10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
20%

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
10%

sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n 0%
= 600) clusters should be considered the primary
US

Israel

SA

sampling unit for this activity.
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4.4 Do you think the Shia community will benefit from Iranian-US dialogue?
Methodology

A
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research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

every
facetclasses,
of life. It ranges
variety of
social
ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya
Bina1.8%
No answer:

backgrounds.
The
survey
was administered via a
of Sayyed
Hassan
Nasrallah

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door”
technique
between February 4 and
of Iran’s leader
Sayyed Ali

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

Khamenei
of
February
25, and(an
allexample
respondents
were Shia Muslims.

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

No: 37.3%

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made toYes:
improve
the respondents’
60.8%
ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
Chiyyah,
Hreik,
Ghobeiry, Bourj
al-Barajneh,
A
majorityHaret
(60.8%)
of respondents
believe
that the Bir
Shia
community
will Laylake-Solloum.
benefit from a dialogue
between
Hassan,
Ouzaii and
The Haret
Hreik
Iran
the as
US,“security
althoughsquare,”
a sizeable
(37.3%)
minority
areaand
known
which
is home
to
answered in the negative. Regardless of perspective,
most of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
boasts
thesee
highest
however,
this indicates
thatand
most
people
their future
connected
to that
of Iranwas
- and
such an
association
degree of local
security,
notthat
included
in the
is beneficial, exerts a positive influence and importantly,
survey.
represents a joint venture.

he sample
group
consisted
of 600 people (300
The intimacy
that
exists
between Iran and Lebanon’s

malesShia
and
300 females)
who represented a
community
influences
from the quasi-official picture
bending to kiss the shoulder

filial respect) to the small signs
scattered throughout the
Shia regions that read “The
Iranian people at the service
of the Lebanese people”
he selection
process was
based on an estimate of
(vaguely reminiscent
of the
renowned USAID slogan,
698 “clusters”
of Shia Muslims
“From the American
People”). living in the southern
pictures
exemplify
the
suburbs These
of Beirut
(known
collectively
as “Dahiyeh”)
ways in which Iran is present
in Lebanon,
which
sometimes
of the 10,560
clusters
situated
throughout Lebanon.
verges on megalomania,
Population
sampling
was accomplished
in three
as is evident
in Maroun
alRas in the
South
Lebanon. Thisproportional to size (PPS)
stages. First,
probability
village, which faces the Israeli
border,
containswas
a huge
parkto determine that 60
sampling
technique
used
called “The Iran Park,” built
(of n = 600)
clusters should
be considered the primary
to commemorate
the battles
that
occurred
in activity.
the village
sampling
unit
for this
during the 2006 war.
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5.1 Do you believe that we must think of an agreement other than
Methodology
Taif, or do you believe that the Taif Agreement is still relevant?
s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Taif,
Adieu...

A

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300

Bina contracted with a regionally based

males and 300 females) who represented a

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational
In the
last few years,
firstwas
official
to explicitlyvia
mention
backgrounds.
The the
survey
administered
a
Lebanon’s need for a “new societal contract” (a polite
“door-to-door”
between
February
4 and
way
of suggestingtechnique
that the Taif
Agreement
needed
to
beFebruary
amended)
Patriarch
Bechara
25, was
andMaronite
all respondents
were
Shia Muslims.
al-Raii, who made the observation at a social function
in November 2011: “In these difficult times when
Lebanon is experiencing a political, economic and
social crisis, we look for real statesmen willing to take
he selection
based
on ancontract
estimate of
the daring
step of process
creatingwas
a new
societal
based
on“clusters”
the national
pact”
(Al-Mustaqbal.
November
698
of Shia
Muslims
living in the
southern
22,suburbs
2011). of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Don't
Once
Hayya Bina
know: 2.3%
and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
Taif is still
poll was taken to assess
the effectiveness of the
relevant: 11.5%

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
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Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
to think of an
surveyors in Dahiyeh,Time
speciﬁcally
the areas of
agreement other

Taif: 86.2%
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik,than
Ghobeiry,
Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

the
10,560
situated
throughout
Lebanon.
At of
the
time,
not clusters
many people
reacted
strongly
to the
patriarch’s
words,
taking
his accomplished
remark as a pious
wish.
Population
sampling
was
in three

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
area known as “security square,” which is home to
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
degree of local security, was not included in the
survey.
Yes: 60.8

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
On June 1, 2012, Hezbollah Secretary General Hassan
sampling
technique
used to determine
that 60
Nasrallah
stated
that hiswas
organization
would not
oppose
“national
convention”
in which thethe
Lebanese
(of n =a600)
clusters
should be considered
primary
could discuss a new “societal contract.” To this day,
sampling unit for this activity.
reference is made frequently to that speech as having
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s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
area known as “security square,” which is home to
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
degree of local security, was not included in the
survey.
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been the basis of subsequent discussions concerning the
power-sharing
formula
advanced
by the
Taifpeople
Agreement.
he sample
group
consisted
of 600
(300
It should be clarified that if such an overhaul were
males
and 300
who
represented a
conducted
according
to females)
Nasrallah’s
expectations,
Lebanon’s
power-sharing
formula
would
be divided
variety
of social classes,
ages
andnot
educational
equally between Christians and Muslims. Instead, the
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
reallocation would provide a larger slice of the country’s
“door-to-door”
between February
4 and
power-sharing
“pie” to technique
the Shia community
at the expense
of Lebanon’s
Sunni
communities.
February
25,and
andChristian
all respondents
were Shia Muslims.
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The fact that most (86.2%) respondents believe the time
has come to think of an agreement other than Taif suggests
that the Shia community is actually in polite agreement with
Nasrallah. he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
Consideration
be given
to the
“culture as
of “Dahiyeh”)
victory” with
suburbsmust
of Beirut
(known
collectively
which Hezbollah has inundated Lebanon’s Shia community
of the
10,560
clustersfollowing
situatedevents
throughout
since 2000,
and
reboosted
such Lebanon.
as the
2006 war,
the 2008 sampling
military action
followed by the
Population
was accomplished
in Doha
three
agreement, the ousting of Saad Hariri from office in 2011
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
and even Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria, all of which
sampling
was used
determine
60
strenghtened
thetechnique
Shia self-image.
This to
illustrates
the that
abiding
perception
Taifclusters
has become
small” to do
the
job.
(of nthat
= 600)
should “too
be considered
the
primary
When categorized by area, this opinion remains constant
sampling unit for this activity.
throughout the five neighborhoods polled.
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5.2 If you believe the time has come “to think
Methodology
of an agreement other than Taif,” then why?

5.3 If you answered that the “Taif
Agreement is still relevant,” then why?
Name: Taif 3
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research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social classes, ages and educational

opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents
Nothing better were Shia Muslims.

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

questions. Based on

It was never fully
implemented:
the results
of that
22.1%

he sample groupIf consisted
ofagreement
600 people
(300 why?
the answer is “Taif
is still relevant”,
males and 300 females) who represented a

is possible:
26.1%

test, some

revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the

Balance of power
Initially was not a
has
changed:
good
agreement:
poll was administered
by 25
38.9%
39.1%

ﬁeld

T

he selection process was based on an estimate of
Preserves stability:

Preserves

698 “clusters” of34.8%
Shia Muslimsconfessional
living inbalance:
the southern
39.1%

surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)

Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir

of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik

Population sampling was accomplished in three

area known as “security square,” which is home to

stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)

most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest

sampling technique was used to determine that 60

degree of local security, was not included in the

(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary

survey.

sampling unit for this activity.
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Name: Security 1

6.1
Do you feel secure in your area?
Methodology
Do you feel secure in your area?

s partsecure
of its ongoing
research
activities, Hayya
More
until proved
otherwise...

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
poll was taken to assess No:
the21.8%
effectiveness of.5the
%
er

:7

w some
questions. Based on the results of that test,
ns

revisions were made to improve the

a
o
N
respondents’

ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Yes: 70.7%

Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
area known as “security square,” which is home to
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
degree of local security, was not included in the
survey.

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300

males and 300 females) who represented a
Compared
lastclasses,
year (69%
yes,
27.5%
no), the
variety ofwith
social
ages
and
educational
results were similar. These findings are perhaps surprising
backgrounds.
The survey
was administered
a
considering
the dramatic
decline
in the securityvia
situation
in Dahiyeh
since the
preceding
year. While
perhaps
“door-to-door”
technique
between
February
4 and
Dahiyeh
residents
were
feeling morewere
secure
compared
February
25, and
all respondents
Shia
Muslims.
to previous months (due to factors such as the absence
of Dahiyeh bombings in the New Year, as well as the
mid-May fall of Yabroud to Hezbollah and Syrian regime
forces which was touted as a military victory that would
halt the
of car
bombings
in Lebanon),
findings
hespate
selection
process
was based
on an the
estimate
of
remain puzzling, especially as they are not consistent
698 “clusters”
of Shia Muslims
in the
southern
with other
results indicating
a desireliving
to move
outside
the
suburbs
of Beirut
collectively
asas
“Dahiyeh”)
area,
and the
need (known
for improved
security
a national
priority.
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
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was
accomplished
in three
An Population
explanationsampling
may lie in
Hezbollah’s
intense
propaganda
campaign
justifying
its involvement
Syria.
stages. First,
the probability
proportional
to sizein(PPS)
For example, the Yabroud face-off was advertised as a
sampling operation
techniqueaimed
was used
to determine
60
“defensive”
at protecting
Shiathat
regions
(ofLebanon
n = 600) clusters
should
betakfiris.
considered
the primary
- and
in general
- from
At home,
extremely
visible
measures were implemented
sampling
unit security
for this activity.
jointly by Hezbollah and Lebanese state institutions,
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A

s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
Bina contracted with a regionally based

research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot
poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
Chiyyah, Haret Hreik, Ghobeiry, Bourj al-Barajneh, Bir
Hassan, Ouzaii and Laylake-Solloum. The Haret Hreik
area known as “security square,” which is home to
most of Hezbollah's ofﬁces and boasts the highest
Revision:
marriedwas
couplenot
visits included
the site of a carin
bomb
degree
ofAbove:
localA newly
security,
theexplosion.
Below: Parking obstacles in Dahiyeh being painted pink. The campaign is

intended to mitigate the frustration caused by the need to emplace those
which dramatically reduced the number of available parking
spaces. La vie en rose!

barricades,
survey.

which caused a great deal of annoyance, but may
he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
have given the illusion that Dahiyeh had become a
males
and However,
300 females)
represented
a of a
“secured”
area.
the who
cumulative
impact
year’s
worth
bombings
and
violence
is evident when
variety
of of
social
classes,
ages
and educational
categorized by area: only 48.7% of the respondents in
backgrounds.
The bombing
survey was
administered
via a
Haret
Hreik (the main
target)
feel secure
while
a sizable
number (40.7%)
feel insecure.
“door-to-door”
technique
between February 4 and

T

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
In parallel, Hezbollah’s policy has been to spur a return
to normalcy as soon as possible. In most cases, work was
carried out to remove nearly all traces of the attacks—
including removing wreckage and rubble, repainting
affected
buildings and
replacing
broken
he selection
process
was based
onwindows—
an estimate of
within 24 – 48 hours of those events. These actions were
698 to
“clusters”
Shia Muslims
in the
southern
intended
give theofimpression
thatliving
nothing
significant
hadsuburbs
occurred.
Hezbollah
even
copied the
“I love life”
of Beirut
(known
collectively
as “Dahiyeh”)
advertising slogan promoted at the time by adversaries
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
of March 14 by organizing “joyful” social functions (e.g.,
Population
sampling was gatherings)
accomplished
in three
weddings
or cross-sectarian
at the
site of
each
explosion
to highlight
theproportional
Lebanese nature
the
stages.
First, the
probability
to sizeof(PPS)
danger to Shia areas. In addition, Hezbollah instituted
sampling technique
was used
to determine
60
far-reaching
security measures
individually,
thenthat
jointly
(with
Armed
Forces
and other Lebanese
(ofthe
n =Lebanese
600) clusters
should
be considered
the primary
security institutions) and in the most conspicuous
sampling unit for this activity.
manner possible.
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Who is providing security in your area?
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6.2
Who is providing security in your area?
Methodology
of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
As part
“team
effort...”

A

Bina contracted with a regionally based
The
responses
toconduct
this question
are especially public
research
ﬁrm to
a groundbreaking
interesting. While Amal’s visibility was negligible,
opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina
Dahiyeh residents recognize Hezbollah and state
and its partner
ﬁnalized
the questionnaire, a pilot
security
forces as
their protectors.

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the
The question permitted more than one answer, and
questions.
Based
on recorded
the resultsfrom
of that
some
881
responses
were
600test,
respondents.
revisions
were
made
to chose
improve
the respondents’
Of
the 463
(52.6%)
who
Hezbollah
and 396
(44.9%)
chose Lebanese
state being
security,
a
ability towho
understand
the questions
asked.
significant proportion (276 or 31.3%) chose both.
Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
manager,
thethat
pollthe
wasrelationship
administered
by 25 ﬁeld
This
illustrates
between
them is
more
of ain“partnership”
than a “division
of labor.”
surveyors
Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally
the areas
of
Chiyyah,
HaretHezbollah
Hreik, Ghobeiry,
Bourj
Bir
Of
note, since
“invited”
theal-Barajneh,
LAF and other
state
security
to help secure
Dahiyeh—a
Hassan,
Ouzaiiinstitutions
and Laylake-Solloum.
The
Haret Hreik
decision
intended
to reduce
the frequency
of to
area known
as “security
square,”
which is home
arguments between residents and Hezbollah
most of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
boasts the
highest
affiliates
and to boost
localand
economic
prosperity—a
third,
ambiguous
participant
the
degree
of local security,
was has
not appeared
included ininthe
form of a police force representing the Federation of
survey.
Dahiyeh’s Municipalities. That organization, related

T

he sample group consisted of 600 people (300
males and 300 females) who represented a

variety of social classes, ages and educational
Lebanese State

backgrounds.
The
survey was administered via a
Security Forces:
44.9%
“door-to-door” technique between Family/tribe:
February0.5%
4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

Amal Movement: 1.7%

No one: 0.3%

T

Hezbollah: 52.6%

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern

suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
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6.3
Are you satisfied with the performance
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s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
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6.4 Are you satisfied with the performance
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(300
(i.e.,
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Forces)?
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Forces?
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Significant variation is apparent when viewed by
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6.5 Whose responsibility do you think it should be to provide security?
Methodology
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Most (82.8%) respondents believe that the LAF/Lebanese
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StateBina
is responsible
forwith
providing
security.
The responses
indicate
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Lebanese state institutions; however, such support is
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concurrent with the belief that Hezbollah should be
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partnertoﬁnalized
questionnaire,
a its
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given
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security
and retain
status
as
alternative
force.
Since fall 2013,
security
pollan
was
taken to armed
assess the
effectiveness
of the
conditions in Dahiyeh (as in other Shia regions of
questions. Based on the results of that test, some
Lebanon) typically reflect visible coordination between
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made to improve
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counterparts
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two
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is
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to
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When
categorized by area, respondents from Haret Hreik overwhelmingly
survey.
indicated the greatest support for political parties that provide security.
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males and 300 females) who represented a

variety of social classes, ages and educational
backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and
February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.
Lebanese government/LAF:
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How do you view the performance of LAF?
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6.6 Using a scale from 1 to 5, where 5 is “excellent” and 1 is “very bad,” how
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research activities,
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research ﬁrm to conduct a groundbreaking public

variety of social
classes, ages and educational
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opinion poll of Dahiyeh residents. Once Hayya Bina

backgrounds. The survey was administered via a

and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

Bina contracted with a regionally based

males and 300 females) who represented a

questions. Based on the results of that test, some

Medium: 12.7%

revisions were made to improve the respondents’
ability to understand the questions being asked.
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
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suburbs of Beirut (known collectively as “Dahiyeh”)
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of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
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known
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which
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Finally, under the supervision of a single ﬁeld
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mostfigure
of Hezbollah's
ofﬁces
and boasts
highest
of 56% answered
positively),
they arethe
not as
high as in the other
three areas. In this instance, Haret Hreik posted the greatest cumulative
degree
of local security, was not included in the
proportion (10.7%) of negative answers with one-third (33.3%) of the
respondents having rated LAF performance “medium,” far higher than
survey.
any other neighborhood.

he selection process was based on an estimate of
698 “clusters” of Shia Muslims living in the southern
Good: 83.0%

sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.

Do you think it is permissible for any groups or parties to maintain arms
outside the government?
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Yes: 30.5% ages and educational
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backgrounds. The survey was administered via a
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“door-to-door” technique
between
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Security 10February 4 and
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6.8
In your opinion, what is the main function
Methodology
of Hezbollah’s arms? (one answer only)

Serving internal
political aims: 3.8%

AConfused customers or satisfied customers?
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ﬁrm to
conduct
groundbreaking
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are
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Bina contracted with a regionally based
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Defending
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questions. Based on the results of that test, some
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were made to improve the respondents’
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6.9 Do you believe that one day the “Resistance”
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will be integrated into the LAF?
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sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
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Do you think that your community supports Hezbollah’s involvement in
Syria?

7.1 Do you think your community supports
Methodology
Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria?
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and its partner ﬁnalized the questionnaire, a pilot

“door-to-door” technique between February 4 and

poll was taken to assess the effectiveness of the

February 25, and all respondents were Shia Muslims.

questions. Based on the results of that test, some
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ability to understand the questions being asked.
manager, the poll was administered by 25 ﬁeld
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surveyors in Dahiyeh, speciﬁcally the areas of
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7.2
On whose behalf is Hezbollah fighting in Syria?
Methodology

On behalf of whose interest is Hezbollah ﬁghting in Syria?
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to conduct a groundbreaking public
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proportional
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Has Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria made you feel more or
less secure?
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made you feel more or less secure?
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questions. Based on the results of that test, some
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ability to understand the questions being asked.
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of the 10,560 clusters situated throughout Lebanon.
Population sampling was accomplished in three
stages. First, the probability proportional to size (PPS)
sampling technique was used to determine that 60
(of n = 600) clusters should be considered the primary
sampling unit for this activity.
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7.4 Who do you think should make decisions
Methodology
about
Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria?
s part of its ongoing research activities, Hayya
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